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ABSTRACT
Background: Results from clinical studies suggest
that the dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker
(CCB) lercanidipine may be associated with a lower
incidence of peripheral edema than are older dihydropyridine CCBs.
Objective: The objective of the present study was to
conduct a meta-analysis of published data from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) to assess the relative
risk (RR) of dihydropyridine CCB-specific adverse
events with lercanidipine versus the older dihydropyridine CCBs (first generation: amlodipine, felodipine,
and nifedipine), and versus the other lipophilic dihydropyridine CCBs (second generation: lacidipine and
manidipine).
Methods: A systematic literature search (all years
through August 11, 2008) of MEDLINE, EMBASE,
and the Cochrane Library was conducted for Englishlanguage reports of single- or double-blind RCTs of
≥4 weeks’ duration that compared the tolerability of
lercanidipine with other dihydropyridine CCBs in
participants with mild (140–159/90–99 mm Hg) to
moderate (160–179/100–109 mm Hg) hypertension.
Results: Eight RCTs (6 used first-generation drugs,
and 4 used second-generation drugs) met the criteria
for inclusion. Efficacy outcomes for lowering blood
pressure did not differ statistically between lercanidipine and either generation of medications. Compared
with the first generation, lercanidipine was associated
with a reduced risk of peripheral edema (52/742 with
lercanidipine vs 88/627 with first generation; RR = 0.44
[95% CI, 0.31–0.62]), but not flushing or headache.
The frequency of peripheral edema, flushing, and
1652

headache did not differ statistically between lercanidipine and the second-generation drugs. Study participants were less likely to withdraw from the RCTs
because of peripheral edema (RR = 0.24 [95% CI,
0.12–0.47]) or any adverse event (RR = 0.51 [95% CI,
0.33–0.77]) when treated with lercanidipine rather than a drug from the first generation, but not
when treated with lercanidipine rather than secondgeneration drugs.
Conclusion: In this meta-analysis, lercanidipine was
associated with a lower risk of peripheral edema and a
lower risk of treatment withdrawal because of peripheral edema than were the first-generation, but not the
second-generation, dihydropyridine CCBs. (Clin Ther.
2009;31:1652–1663) © 2009 Excerpta Medica Inc.
Key words: calcium channel blocker, dihydropyridines, lercanidipine, edema, adverse events, tolerability.

INTRODUCTION
Dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers (CCBs) are
used to treat mild to moderate hypertension and
chronic stable angina pectoris.1,2 These agents lower
blood pressure by selectively preventing the influx of
calcium into cardiac and vascular smooth muscle,
thereby promoting vasodilation.3 The vasodilatory effects of dihydropyridine CCBs may be associated with
adverse events such as peripheral edema, headache,
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and flushing.4,5 Peripheral edema is often the most
common adverse event reported, affecting 3% to 19%
of patients treated with a dihydropyridine CCB-based
regimen in randomized controlled trials (RCTs).4,6,7
Although these adverse events are not life threatening,
they can be distressing to many patients and, particularly in the case of peripheral edema, can contribute to
poor persistence and adherence to therapy.4,8,9
Newer lipophilic, long-acting dihydropyridine CCBs
(eg, lercanidipine, lacidipine) have been associated
with an improved tolerability profile compared with
older dihydropyridine CCBs, such as the short-acting
agents that require multiple daily doses (eg, nifedipine,
felodipine), delayed or modified-release formulations
(eg, nifedipine), and the agents with longer plasma
half-lives (eg, amlodipine).4,10–13 Lercanidipine has significantly greater vasoselectivity, expressed as the ratio of the half maximal inhibitory concentration values obtained for cardiac and vascular tissue, compared
with lacidipine, amlodipine, felodipine, and nitrendipine.11 The vascular selectivity of lercanidipine implies
that its therapeutically desirable vasodilator activity
may be only minimally associated (or not at all associated) with a decrease in cardiac contractile force.
Results from clinical studies suggest that lercanidipine’s efficacy is comparable with that of other dihydropyridine CCBs14,15; however, the incidence of adverse events associated with lercanidipine, which occur
primarily within the first 4 weeks of treatment, appears to be lower than that of other dihydropyridine
CCBs.14,15 Findings from a large 12-week RCT (N =
828) specifically designed to assess differences in tolerability suggested that lercanidipine was associated
with a significantly lower frequency of peripheral
edema (9.3% vs 19%; P < 0.001) and greater persistence with therapy (97.9% vs 91.5%; P < 0.001) than
was amlodipine.4 Smaller RCTs comparing lercanidipine with other dihydropyridine CCBs have also reported tolerability data comparable with those found
in larger studies; however, most of these trials were
designed primarily to examine efficacy and were of
insufficient sample size to assess statistically significant
differences in tolerability.6,16,17
The benefits of meta-analysis of combined tolerability data from individual RCTs are an increased sample
size and, potentially, a more valid appraisal of the differences in tolerability between drugs, particularly for
events that occur at relatively low frequencies.18 The objective of the present study was to conduct a metaAugust 2009

analysis of published data from RCTs to assess the relative risk (RR) of dihydropyridine CCB-specific adverse
events with the newer second-generation dihydropyridine CCB lercanidipine versus the older dihydropyridine CCBs (first generation: amlodipine, felodipine,
nifedipine), and versus the other lipophilic dihydropyridine CCBs (second generation: lacidipine, manidipine).

METHODS
Study Selection
RCTs comparing the efficacy and tolerability of lercanidipine with those of amlodipine, felodipine, lacidipine, manidipine, and nifedipine were identified using
an electronic literature search of MEDLINE (all years
through August 11, 2008), EMBASE (all years through
August 11, 2008), and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Central Register of Controlled Trials,
and Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (all years
through August 11, 2008). (An updated MEDLINE
search through July 2009 did not indicate any new published trials meeting the inclusion criteria for this metaanalysis.) The search terms were as follows: lercanidipine, amlodipine, felodipine, nifedipine, isradipine,
nicardipine, nimodipine, nisoldipine, nitrendipine, lacidipine, nilvadipine, manidipine, barnidipine, clinidipine,
benidipine, hypertension, randomized controlled trial,
random allocation, random, controlled clinical trial,
clinical trial phase II, single or double blind method,
meta-analysis, and systematic review. Searches were limited to English-language reports about clinical trials.
The title and abstract of potential trials were screened
initially; full articles were assessed if the title and abstract were inconclusive. The literature search and data
extraction were conducted by 3 reviewers who worked
independently and who were familiar with the Cochrane review process. Trials were eligible for inclusion
if they met the following criteria: (1) the study was an
RCT; (2) the study design used a single- or double-blind
method; (3) the study design compared the use of a
dihydropyridine CCB with the use of lercanidipine;
(4) participants were reported to have mild (140–159/
90–99 mm Hg) to moderate (160–179/100–109 mm Hg)
hypertension; (5) the duration of the RCT was ≥4 weeks;
and (6) tolerability data were reported.

Outcome Measures
The tolerability outcome measures included in this
meta-analysis were the incidence of adverse events
possibly or probably associated with vasodilation (pe1653
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ripheral edema, flushing, and headache) and the proportion of participants that withdrew because of peripheral edema, other adverse events, or any reason.

Data Extraction and Management
Data were independently extracted by 3 independent reviewers using a data collection spreadsheet.
The data collected were descriptive information, summary statistics of the outcome measures, quality scale
ratings, and associated commentary. Reviewers attempted to obtain missing information by contacting
investigators of the original trials by e-mail. The methodologic quality of each trial was assessed according
to the following: (1) whether participants, investigators, or personnel assessing outcomes were blinded to
treatment allocation; (2) the adequacy of concealment
of treatment randomization; and (3) the proportion of
participants who did not complete the trial (ie, were
lost to follow-up or discontinued treatment).19

Statistical Methods
Outcome data were exported to Review Manager
(RevMan) 4.2.9 and RevMan Analyses 1.0.5 software
(The Cochrane Collaboration, Oxford, United Kingdom)
for subsequent meta-analysis. Data for comparator dihydropyridine CCBs were combined and pooled into 2 data
sets: the older first-generation CCBs (amlodipine, nifedipine, and felodipine); and the newer, lipophilic secondgeneration CCBs (lacidipine and manidipine). An inversevariance method was used to calculate the pooled mean
difference in efficacy measures (continuous data) between
the 2 generations of CCBs. Tolerability measures included the incidence of vasodilatory adverse events (dichotomous data) and were analyzed using the randomeffects model of Der Simonian and Kacker20 to calculate
the RR and 95% CI values. Given the lack of consistency
in the way in which peripheral edema is defined and the
lack of consistent methods of measurement of this parameter, peripheral edema was treated as a single dichotomous variable to reduce the effect of heterogeneity
among the different outcome measures reported. Heterogeneity χ2 and I2 tests were conducted. Statistical
significance for the hypothesis test (2-tailed z tests) for
the overall meta-analysis estimate was set at P < 0.05.

RESULTS
Characteristics of Trials Identified for Meta-analysis
A total of 39 RCTs were identified; 8 RCTs met the
selection criteria and were included in the present
1654

study (Figure 1, Table). Of these, 6 RCTs were included in the meta-analysis of lercanidipine versus the
first-generation CCBs,4,6,16,17,21,22 and 4 were included
in the meta-analysis of lercanidipine versus the secondgeneration CCBs.4,6,7,23 In terms of study design,
7 of the 8 studies were double-blind, parallel-group
RCTs,4,6,7,16,17,21,22 and 1 was a single-blind, parallelgroup RCT.23 The reasons for excluding the remaining
31 RCTs are listed in Figure 1.
The 8 RCTs analyzed a total of 2034 patients with
mild to moderate hypertension, most of whom were white
and were recruited from inpatient clinics. The RCT by
Lund-Johansen et al22 was conducted in postmenopausal
women. For the remaining RCTs, there were slightly
more women (>55%) in 2 trials,6,7 slightly more men
(>55%) in 2 trials,21,23 and a relatively balanced mix of
women and men in 3 trials4,16,17 (Table). In the RCT
conducted by Casiglia et al,23 there was a statistically significant difference (P < 0.05) in the ratio of men to women
between the 2 treatment groups. All trials were conducted
in European countries for 8 weeks to 2 years (Table). All
trials excluded participants with major cardiovascular
disease, and most trials excluded participants with clinically significant renal or liver function impairment.
All trials used the intent-to-treat population for
safety and tolerability analyses, and for efficacy analyses, 3 trials used the per-protocol population,4,6,7
whereas the other 5 trials used the intent-to-treat population. No trials reported how blinding was achieved.
Treatment randomization was adequately concealed
in 1 trial,16 but the method of randomization was not
reported for the remaining trials. Loss to follow-up
was low (0%–5%) in all trials.

Efficacy
No statistically significant differences in efficacy
for lowering blood pressure were found between lercanidipine and the combined pooled data for either
first- or second-generation CCBs. For lercanidipine
versus the combined pooled data of the first-generation
CCBs, the weighted mean difference in systolic blood
pressure was 0.77 mm Hg (95% CI, –0.78 to 2.31)
and the weighted mean difference in diastolic blood
pressure was 0.42 mm Hg (95% CI, –0.45 to 1.28).
For lercanidipine versus the combined pooled data of
the second-generation CCBs, the weighted mean difference in SBP was –0.61 mm Hg (95% CI, –2.46 to
1.25) and the weighted mean difference in DBP was
–0.66 mm Hg (95% CI, –1.77 to 0.45).
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RCTs identiﬁed from published literature
(N = 39)

Excluded:
Not appropriate comparator (n = 8)
Not mild-to-moderate hypertension (n = 1)*
Not appropriate outcomes (n = 4)
Duplicates (n = 14)

RCTs identiﬁed for meta-analysis
(n = 12 )

Excluded:
Crossover study (n = 3)
Clinical practice study (n = 1)

RCTs included in meta-analysis
(n = 8)

Lercanidipine versus ﬁrst-generation CCBs:
Efﬁcacy meta-analysis (n = 6)
Tolerability meta-analysis (n = 5)†

Lercanidipine versus second-generation CCBs:
Efﬁcacy meta-analysis (n = 4)
Tolerability meta-analysis (n = 4)†

Figure 1. Flow of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) included in a meta-analysis to assess the relative risk of dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker (CCB)–specific adverse events with lercanidipine versus the combined pooled data from RCTs of older dihydropyridine CCBs (first generation: amlodipine, felodipine,
nifedipine) and newer, lipophilic dihydropyridine CCBs (second generation: lacidipine, manidipine). *The
indication for this study was chronic allograft nephropathy. †The number of studies included in each
analysis varied because of the differences in the tolerability data reported in each study.

Tolerability
Differences in the tolerability profiles of lercanidipine and the combined pooled data of the firstgeneration CCBs were evident (Figures 2 and 3).
However, differences in the tolerability profiles of
lercanidipine and the combined pooled data of the
second-generation CCBs were not statistically significant. The study by Leonetti et al4 was weighted heavily, but exclusion of this RCT from the sensitivity
August 2009

analyses did not change the outcome of the analyses
(data not shown).

Adverse Events Possibly Associated With Vasodilation
The overall incidence of vasodilatory adverse events
in the combined pooled data of the first- and secondgeneration CCBs, but not lercanidipine, was 10.9%
(118/1080) for peripheral edema, 2.6% (19/734) for
flushing, and 4.6% (43/933) for headache. Lercanidi1655

Blood Pressure, mm Hg
Intervention
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Policicchio et al16
Lercanidipine
Nifedipine SR
Fogari et al21
Lercanidipine
Nifedipine GITS†
Leonetti et al4
Lercanidipine
Amlodipine
Lacidipine
Cherubini et al6
Lercanidipine
Lacidipine
Nifedipine GITS
Lund-Johansen et al22
Lercanidipine
Amlodipine
Millar-Craig et al7
Lercanidipine
Lacidipine
Romito et al17
Lercanidipine
Nifedipine GITS†
Felodipine‡
Casiglia et al23
Lercanidipine
Manidipine

Total Daily
Dose, mg

Treatment
Duration

Age,
Patients, Women, Mean (SD),
no.
%
y

Inclusion
Criteria

Baseline SBP, Baseline DBP,
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)

10–20
40–80*

16 wks
16 wks

64
66

53
51

57 (9)
58 (7)

DBP: 95–115
DBP: 95–115

163 (13)
164 (13)

101 (5)
101 (5)

10–20
30–60

12 wks
12 wks

30
30

40
47

54 (10)
54 (9)

DBP: 90–109
DBP: 90–109

163 (5)
162 (6)

98 (4)
98 (4)

10–20
5–10
2–4

24–104 wks
24–104 wks
24–104 wks

420
200
208

51
58
46

70 (6)
70 (6)
69 (6)

SBP: 161–210; DBP: 96–115
SBP: 161–210; DBP: 96–115
SBP: 161–210; DBP: 96–115

170 (10)
171 (11)
170 (10)

97 (6)
97 (7)
97 (6)

5–10
2–4
30–60

24 wks
24 wks
24 wks

108
107
109

64
63
75

74 (8)
74 (7)
72 (6)

SBP: 140–180; DBP: 90–109
SBP: 140–180; DBP: 90–109
SBP: 140–180; DBP: 90–109

167 (11)
168 (12)
167 (11)

98 (5)
98 (4)
97 (4)

10–20
5–10

8 wks
8 wks

48
44

100
100

59 (7)
61 (7)

SBP: 150–179; DBP: 95–109
SBP: 150–179; DBP: 95–109

166 (11)
163 (13)

95 (7)
96 (7)

16 wks
16 wks

111
111

58
63

71
71

10–20
30–60
10–20

8 wks
8 wks
8 wks

109
106
110

54
53
52

58 (9)
58 (9)
56 (8)

DBP: 95–109
DBP: 95–109
DBP: 95–109

155 (11)
155 (12)
155 (12)

99 (3)
99 (3)
99 (3)

10–20
10–20

3 mo
3 mo

27
26

52§
35§

68 (7)
66 (10)

SBP: <180; DBP: 90–109
SBP: <180; DBP: 90–109

159 (11)
156 (14)

96 (5)
94 (3)

10 or 20
2 or 4

SBP: ≥160; DBP: <95
SBP: ≥160; DBP: <95

SBP = systolic blood pressure; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; SR = slow release; GITS = gastrointestinal therapeutic system.
* Nifedipine SR 20 or 40 mg was administered twice daily for a total daily dose of 40 or 80 mg.
† Controlled-release formulation.
‡ Formulation of felodipine not stated.
§ The male-to-female ratio of the lercanidipine and manidipine treatment groups differed significantly (P < 0.05).

171.8 (9)
170.8 (9)

86.4 (6)
88.2 (7)
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Table. Characteristics of 8 randomized controlled trials included in a meta-analysis comparing the tolerability of lercanidipine and other
dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers for the treatment of hypertension.
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Study

Lercanidipine, First-Generation
n/N
CCBs, n/N

RR (Fixed)
With 95% CI

Weight,
%

RR (Random)
With 95% CI

Peripheral edema
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4
Lund-Johansen et al22
Policicchio et al16
Romito et al17

3/108
39/420
4/41
0/64
6/109

11/109
38/200
12/36
5/66
22/216

11.79 0.28 (0.08–0.96)
48.80 0.49 (0.32–0.74)
15.98 0.29 (0.10–0.83)
2.53 0.09 (0.01–0.66)
20.89 0.54 (0.23–1.29)

Total (95% CI)
742
627
Total events: 52 (lercanidipine), 88 (first-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 2.76, df = 4, P = 0.60; I2 = 0%
Test for overall effect: z = 5.00, P < 0.001

100.00

0.44 (0.31–0.62)

8.00
60.10
24.97
6.87

0.14 (0.01–2.76)
1.14 (0.41–3.20)
1.83 (0.35–9.52)
0.34 (0.01–8.28)

100.00

1.01 (0.45–2.28)

Flushing
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4
Lund-Johansen et al22
Policicchio et al16

0/108
12/420
4/48
0/64

3/109
5/200
2/44
1/66

Total (95% CI)
640
419
Total events: 16 (lercanidipine), 11 (first-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 2.74, df = 3, P = 0.43; I2 = 0%
Test for overall effect: z = 0.03, P = 0.97

Headache
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4
Policicchio et al16
Romito et al17

3/108
20/420
0/64
5/109

0/109
5/200
4/66
22/216

Total (95% CI)
701
591
Total events: 28 (lercanidipine), 31 (first-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 8.20, df = 3, P = 0.04; I2 = 63.4%
Test for overall effect: z = 0.14, P = 0.89

8.91
40.55
9.18
41.35
100.00
0.01

0.10

1

10

7.06 (0.37–135.15)
1.90 (0.73–5.00)
0.11 (0.01–2.09)
0.45 (0.18–1.16)
0.91 (0.25–3.30)

100

Favors FirstFavors
Lercanidipine Generation
CCBs

Figure 2A. Incidence of adverse events (random-effects model) in randomized controlled trials comparing
lercanidipine versus first-generation dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers (CCBs): amlodipine,
felodipine, and nifedipine. Data from the felodipine and nifedipine treatment arms of the Romito
et al17 trial were combined so that data from the lercanidipine treatment arm were only included
once in this analysis. RR = relative risk.

pine was associated with a significant reduction in
RR for peripheral edema by 56% compared with the
combined pooled data of the first-generation CCBs
(lercanidipine [52/742] vs first generation [88/627]:
RR = 0.44 [95% CI, 0.31–0.62]; P < 0.001), but there
were no significant differences in the RR of flushing
(lercanidipine [16/640] vs first generation [11/419]:
RR = 1.01 [95% CI, 0.45–2.28]; P = NS) or headache
(lercanidipine [28/701] vs first generation [31/591]:
RR = 0.91 [95% CI, 0.25–3.30]; P = NS) (Figure 2A).
There were no significant differences in the risk of
adverse events compared with the combined pooled
August 2009

data of the second-generation CCBs, such as peripheral edema (lercanidipine [57/666] vs second generation [30/453]: RR = 1.17 [95% CI, 0.62–2.19]; P = NS),
flushing (lercanidipine [12/528] vs second generation
[8/315]: RR = 0.85 [95% CI, 0.34–2.16]; P = NS), and
headache (lercanidipine [26/555] vs second generation [12/342]: RR = 1.31 [95% CI, 0.67–2.56]; P =
NS) (Figure 2B).
Seven of the 8 RCTs identified for meta-analysis
reported the incidence of peripheral edema and were
used to calculate the RR of peripheral edema (Figures
2A and 2B).4,6,7,16,17,22,23 Of these, peripheral edema
1657
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Study

Lercanidipine,
n/N

Other
SecondGeneration
CCBs, n/N

4/27
3/108
39/420
11/111

4/27
7/107
9/208
10/111

RR (Fixed)
With 95% CI

Weight,
%

RR (Random)
With 95% CI

Peripheral edema
Casiglia et al23
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4
Millar-Craig et al7

Total (95% CI)
666
453
Total events: 57 (lercanidipine), 30 (second-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 5.01, df = 3, P = 0.17; I2 = 40.1%
Test for overall effect: z = 0.49, P = 0.63

17.50
16.61
35.21
30.67

1.00 (0.28–3.59)
0.42 (0.11–1.60)
2.15 (1.06–4.35)
1.10 (0.49–2.48)

100.00

1.17 (0.62–2.19)

9.43
90.57

0.20 (0.01–4.08)
0.99 (0.38–2.60)

100.00

0.85 (0.34–2.16)

15.49
14.43
70.08

1.50 (0.27–8.28)
1.49 (0.25–8.72)
1.24 (0.55–2.76)

100.00

1.31 (0.67–2.56)

Flushing
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4

0/108
12/420

2/107
6/208

Total (95% CI)
528
315
Total events: 12 (lercanidipine), 8 (second-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 1.00, df = 1, P = 0.32; I2 = 0.4%
Test for overall effect: z = 0.34, P = 0.73

Headache
Casiglia et al23
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4

3/27
3/108
20/420

2/27
2/107
8/208

Total (95% CI)
555
342
Total events: 26 (lercanidipine), 12 (second-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 0.06, df = 2, P = 0.97; I2 = 0%
Test for overall effect: z = 0.79, P = 0.43

0.01

0.10

1

10

100

Favors
Favors SecondLercanidipine Generation
CCBs

Figure 2B. Incidence of adverse events (random-effects model) in randomized controlled trials comparing
lercanidipine with other second-generation dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers (CCBs): lacidipine and manidipine. RR = relative risk.

was defined quantitatively or objectively using a
4-point scale in 3 RCTs4,22,23; the remaining 4 RCTs
reported the incidence of peripheral edema but did
not report how peripheral edema was defined.6,7,16,17
Although peripheral edema was defined quantitatively
in the RCT conducted by Fogari et al,21 this study did
not report the incidence of peripheral edema and was
not included in the analysis.
Six of the 8 RCTs identified for meta-analysis
reported the incidence of flushing and headache (Figures 2A and 2B) and were used to calculate the RR for
these events,4,6,16,17,22,23 but it was not reported how
these adverse events were defined. For the comparison
of lercanidipine with the combined pooled data of the
1658

first-generation CCBs, there was a statistically significant heterogeneity among the RCTs for the effect of
headache (χ2 = 8.20; P = 0.04; I2 = 63.4%).

Withdrawal From Treatment
Six of the 8 trials reported the rates of total withdrawal (adverse events and other reasons) from treatment (Figure 3). The proportion of all participants
who discontinued from the treatment arms was 0% to
15% in 4 trials,6,16,22,23 16% to 26% in 1 trial,4 and
not reported in 1 trial.17 In the remaining trials, the
proportion of participants who discontinued because
of adverse events from the lercanidipine treatment
arm was 0% to 15%, whereas the proportion who
Volume 31 Number 8
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Study

Lercanidipine, First-Generation
n/N
CCBs, n/N

RR (Random)
With 95% CI

Weight,
%

RR (Random)
With 95% CI

31.86
27.60
40.54

1.01 (0.47–2.15)
0.63 (0.28–1.43)
0.60 (0.31–1.17)

100.00

0.72 (0.47–1.10)

6.97
56.55
11.65
7.27
17.56

0.25 (0.05–1.16)
0.68 (0.45–1.04)
0.52 (0.16–1.67)
0.23 (0.05–1.02)
0.34 (0.14–0.86)

100.00

0.51 (0.33–0.77)

5.30
77.59
5.62
11.49

0.25 (0.11–0.56)
0.20 (0.01–4.16)
0.13 (0.01–2.47)
0.22 (0.03–1.72)

100.00

0.24 (0.12–0.47)

Total withdrawals
Cherubini et al6
Policicchio et al16
Romito et al17

12/108
8/64
10/109

12/109
13/66
33/216

Total (95% CI)
281
391
Total events: 30 (lercanidipine), 58 (first-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 1.15, df = 2, P = 0.567; I2 = 0%
Test for overall effect: z = 1.52, P = 0.13

Withdrawals: adverse events
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4
Lund-Johansen et al22
Policicchio et al16
Romito et al17

2/108
46/420
4/48
2/64
5/109

8/109
32/200
7/44
9/66
29/216

Total (95% CI)
749
635
Total events: 59 (lercanidipine), 85 (first-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 4.56, df = 4, P = 0.34; I2 = 12.3%
Test for overall effect: z = 3.23, P = 0.001

Withdrawals: peripheral edema
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4
Lund-Johansen et al22
Romito et al17

0/108
9/420
0/48
1/109

2/109
17/200
3/44
9/216

Total (95% CI)
685
569
Total events: 10 (lercanidipine), 31 (first-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 0.206, df = 3, P = 0.98; I2 = 0%
Test for overall effect: z = 4.06, P < 0.001
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Favors
Favors FirstLercanidipine Generation
CCBs

Figure 3A. Proportion (random-effects model) of participants who withdrew for any reason or because
of adverse events in randomized controlled trials comparing lercanidipine versus first-generation
dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers (CCBs): amlodipine, felodipine, and nifedipine. Data
from the felodipine and nifedipine treatment arms of the Romito et al17 trial were combined so
that data from the lercanidipine treatment arm were only included once in this analysis. RR =
relative risk.

discontinued from the comparator treatment arms was
16% to 26%.7,22 For the comparison of lercanidipine
with the combined pooled data of the first-generation
CCBs, there was no significant difference in the risk of
withdrawal when all reasons, including lack of efficacy, were considered (RR = 0.72 [95% CI, 0.47–1.10];
P = NS); however, lercanidipine was associated with a
significant reduction in risk of participants withdrawing from an RCT because of any adverse event (RR =
0.51 [95% CI, 0.33–0.77]; P = 0.001) or peripheral
edema (RR = 0.24 [95% CI, 0.12–0.47]; P < 0.001)
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(Figure 3A). For the comparison of lercanidipine with
the combined data of the second-generation CCBs,
there were no significant differences in the risk of
withdrawal when all reasons were considered (RR =
0.70 [95% CI, 0.24–2.07]; P = NS), when all adverse
events were considered (RR = 0.77 [95% CI, 0.28–
2.15]; P = NS), and when just peripheral edema was
considered (RR = 2.23 [95% CI, 0.49–10.22]; P = NS)
(Figure 3B).
Five of the 8 RCTs identified for meta-analysis reported withdrawal for any reason,6,7,16,17,23 4 reported
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Study

Lercanidipine,
n/N

Other SecondGeneration
CCBs, n/N

0/27
12/108
8/111

1/27
8/107
20/111

RR (Random)
With 95% CI

Weight,
%

RR (Random)
With 95% CI

9.86
43.98
46.16

0.33 (0.01–7.84)
1.49 (0.63–3.49)
0.40 (0.18–0.87)

100.00

0.70 (0.24–2.07)

18.20
46.18
35.62

Not analyzed
0.99 (0.14–6.91)
1.34 (0.79–2.28)
0.33 (0.13–0.89)

100.00

0.77 (0.28–2.15)

Total withdrawals
Casiglia et al23
Cherubini et al6
Millar-Craig et al7

Total (95% CI)
246
245
Total events: 20 (lercanidipine), 29 (second-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 5.20, df = 2, P = 0.07; I2 = 61.5%
Test for overall effect: z = 0.65, P = 0.52

Withdrawals: adverse events
Casiglia et al23
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4
Millar-Craig et al7

0/27
2/108
46/420
5/111

0/27
2/107
17/208
15/111

Total (95% CI)
666
453
Total events: 53 (lercanidipine), 34 (second-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: Y2 = 6.04, df = 2, P = 0.05; I2 = 66.9%
Test for overall effect: z = 0.49, P = 0.62

Withdrawals: peripheral edema
Cherubini et al6
Leonetti et al4

0/108
9/420

0/107
2/208

Total (95% CI)
528
315
Total events: 9 (lercanidipine), 2 (second-generation CCBs)
Heterogeneity: not applicable
Test for overall effect: z = 1.03, P = 0.30

0.01

0.10

1

10

5.30
77.59

Not analyzed
2.23 (0.49–10.22)

100.00

2.23 (0.49–10.22)

100

Favors
Favors SecondLercanidipine Generation
CCBs

Figure 3B. Proportion (random-effects model) of participants who withdrew for any reason or because of adverse events in randomized controlled trials comparing lercanidipine versus other second-generation
dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers (CCBs): lacidipine and manidipine. RR = relative risk.

withdrawal because of peripheral edema,4,6,17,22 and 7 reported withdrawal because of adverse events4,6,7,16,17,22,23;
these RCTs were used to calculate the RR of these
withdrawal events (Figures 3A and 3B). For the comparison of lercanidipine with the combined pooled
data of the second-generation CCBs, there was statistically significant heterogeneity among the RCTs for
withdrawal because of adverse events (χ2 = 6.04; P =
0.05; I2 = 66.9).

DISCUSSION
Findings from this meta-analysis of data from RCTs
indicate that there are differences in tolerability among
these dihydropyridine CCBs when used for the treatment of hypertension. Overall, the analysis suggests
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that compared with combined pooled data for the
first-generation CCBs, lercanidipine did not differ
with regard to blood pressure–lowering efficacy, was
associated with a reduced RR (0.44) of peripheral
edema, and was associated with a reduced RR (0.24)
of patients withdrawing from treatment because of
peripheral edema. In addition, compared with combined pooled data for the second-generation CCBs,
lercanidipine did not differ with regard to blood
pressure–lowering efficacy, the incidence of peripheral
edema, or the risk of withdrawal from treatment because of peripheral edema.
Despite the broad range of antihypertensive agents
available, uncontrolled blood pressure remains a
problem for 50% to 65% of patients treated for
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hypertension.24,25 Part of the reason for the high
prevalence of uncontrolled blood pressure is poor persistence with therapy,9,26,27 primarily because of inadequate effectiveness and patient intolerance for adverse
events.28,29 Thus, dihydropyridine CCBs with improved tolerability profiles may improve persistence
with antihypertensive therapy.30 Peripheral edema is
one of the more common adverse events arising from
the use of dihydropyridine CCBs and can result in
patients withdrawing from therapy. In a large RCT
that enrolled 828 patients with mild to moderate
hypertension,4 peripheral edema was reported to affect up to 19% of patients and was responsible for
treatment withdrawal in 8.5% (17/200) of patients
who received amlodipine compared with 3.8% (9/240)
of those who received lercanidipine. Results from our
meta-analysis suggest that patients treated with lercanidipine were less likely to experience peripheral
edema than were those treated with older CCBs such
as amlodipine, felodipine, or nifedipine, and, therefore, they may be more likely to persist with therapy.
In a prospective evaluation of persistence with antihypertensive agents in clinical practice, the rate of persistence was significantly higher in patients treated with
lercanidipine than with other CCBs (59.3% vs 46.6%;
P < 0.05).31 The similarity of the incidence of peripheral
edema between lercanidipine and the second-generation
CCBs (lacidipine and manidipine) is predictable, given
that lacidipine and manidipine share pharmacologic
characteristics similar to lercanidipine, such as a longreceptor half-life.11 These results are clinically important because patients who persist with treatment and
achieve controlled blood pressure can considerably
reduce their risk of cardiovascular events, kidney failure, and stroke.25,32
Of the 7 trials included in the tolerability metaanalysis, 4 did not provide details of any standard
methods for assessment of peripheral edema,6,7,16,17
2 trials used various quantitative measures of peripheral edema,22,23 and 1 trial used an objective 4-point
scale of severity.4 Because the different measures of
peripheral edema in these trials may have introduced
some statistical heterogeneity to the analysis, only
data describing the incidence of peripheral edema were
included. Although the RCT conducted by Fogari et
al21 quantitatively assessed peripheral edema, this
study did not report the incidence of peripheral edema
and could not be pooled for tolerability meta-analysis.
However, findings from this trial indicate that lercaAugust 2009

nidipine was associated with statistically significant
decreases in ankle–foot volume and pretibial subcutaneous tissue pressure compared with nifedipine gastrointestinal therapeutic systems.21 Overall, these data
support the findings from our meta-analysis that lercanidipine was associated with a reduced risk of peripheral edema compared with the older dihydropyridine CCBs.
As with all meta-analyses, there are a number of
limitations that must be addressed. Limiting the literature search to RCTs written in English may have introduced bias, although findings from 1 study suggest
that the use of language restrictions in systematic reviews does not appear to bias the estimates of a drug’s
effectiveness.33 By only including RCTs, we reduced
the potential effects of inadequate treatment randomization. Although the cumulative number of patients
from the available RCTs included in our study was
small, the frequency of the adverse events, particularly
peripheral edema, in the comparator arms was sufficient to allow an adequate comparison of tolerability.
In our meta-analysis, fewer patients withdrew because
of peripheral edema and adverse events when treated
with lercanidipine than with the first-generation CCBs;
however, no statistical difference was evident for total
withdrawals. This finding is difficult to interpret because 2 of the 5 RCTs were excluded from the analysis
of total withdrawals owing to differences in the way
data were reported,4,22 thus reducing the data set
available. Moreover, although there was a possibility
that the relatively large weighting of the study by
Leonetti et al4 may have unduly influenced our metaanalysis, sensitivity analyses indicated that inclusion
of this single trial did not influence the combined pool
of data for the first- and second-generation CCBs.
Some statistical heterogeneity was observed in the
analyses that were conducted that may have influenced the study outcomes; however, no heterogeneity
was observed among trials for the effect of peripheral
edema, which was the main focus of the analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
In this meta-analysis of 8 RCTs, lercanidipine was associated with a lower risk of peripheral edema and a
lower risk of treatment withdrawal because of peripheral edema than were the first-generation dihydropyridine CCBs (amlodipine, felodipine, and nifedipine),
but not the second-generation lipophilic dihydropyridine CCBs (lacidipine and manidipine). These findings
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may have implications for patient persistence and adherence to therapy in clinical practice when CCBs are
prescribed for the treatment of hypertension.
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